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By David Grossman : To the End of the Land (Vintage International)  portland international raceway offers 
residents and people from throughout the region a place to play with cars motorcycles bicycles and so much more a the 
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samurai starting in 1964 may have been japans first shinobi export to the english speaking world but that phenom was 
contained strictly to australia To the End of the Land (Vintage International): 

0 of 0 review helpful A Life Journey By leonard raizin A different take on the anxiety of parents with children facing 
danger specifically in the Israeli army Somewhat off center well written but often wordy plot twists not predictable 
characters well defined but not always likable very human 15 of 16 review helpful Magnificent portrait of painful 
reality of Israel By In this stunning bestselling novel mdash and an NBCC Award finalist mdash David Grossman tells 
the powerful story of a mother rsquo s love for her son Just before his release from service in the Israeli army Ora 
rsquo s son Ofer is sent back to the front for a major offensive In a fit of preemptive grief and magical thinking so that 
no bad news can reach her Ora sets out on an epic hike in the Galilee She is joined by an unlikely companion mdash 
Avram a former com Best of the Month September 2010 To the End of the Land is a book of mourning for those not 
dead a mother s lament for life during a wartime that has no end in sight At the same time it s joyously and almost 
painfully alive 
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monkey see on day 5 of the toronto international film festival linda holmes reviews a  summary a galaxy of 
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